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Preamble
Data on the 2100TR liquid scintillation counter may be stored either on the fixed C drive of the
scintillation counter or on the 3.5" floppy disk A drive.
Usually it is better to store the data on the C drive and then to recover it for further analysis to the
A drive. The data may then be transferred to other media for analysis.
The data from any of the runs or protocols may be stored without any intervention by the user
when running a protocol. The only intervention needed would be the transfer of the data itself at
the end of a counting run.
For ease any key stroke will be shown in italic

How to set up of the Protocol
Edit the Protocol F1
Enter the number of the Protocol and press enter
Click Page down until this page is shown
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Using either the Enter key or the ↓ key move the cursor down to the Data/Application Drive and
Path
In the Data/Application Drive and Path field enter where you want the data to go. Reminder that
this is DOS and as such you need to be very specific as to where the data should go. In the
example below the data will be going to the C drive in the directory called John. So the drive is
specified by the letter C and you need to put a colon : after the letter. The directory (now called
folders in Windows) is signified by the backslash \ so that the directory simon would be seen as
\simon
In the Save Data field you will have some options shown at the bottom of the screen. These are
set formats. SDATA stands for short data and gives sample number, count time, CPM, DPM,
tSIE values. LDATA gives a very long list that you don't need to know. However, if you put in the
name of a file and then an extension of .001 the data will be saved in the format of your printout
and it will increment every time you save a run which means that your data will always be there
should you suffer a printer failure.
Below is an example of the data to be sent to the C drive in the directory john and the file name
john.001 will increment at each subsequent run.
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From now on all the data that is run on the 2100TR will be saved in the directory c:\john
Important: Before running any protocols make sure that there is a directory called john on the C
drive or the data will be saved to nothing.

How to go to DOS on the C Drive
Press F1 until you reach the Status Page
It should look something like this
Click on the F10 button
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The page will change to something like this shown below. Click the F3 button

The screen will change to something like the one shown below. Enter the word command in the
Program name field and then press F3 run program

The 2100TR will then show the DOS program on the screen and not the programme running the
counting. The 2100TR is perfectly capable of doing both at the same time. You will not lose any
data if the counter is running.
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You will see the DOS screen as below
After each command is typed in you have to use the Enter key to action the command.

How to make a directory on the C Drive
This shows the C drive and the directory that you are in at present - which in this case is
\Packard
To make a directory \john do the following:
type in cd\
You will see the following screen

Now type in md\john
This will make a directory called john. You will obviously want another name for your directory so
type in md\yourname
Now type in cd\john
You will see C:\JOHN
Now type dir

You will see this with the information about the directory john shown. Now type exit
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The typing of exit will take you back to the 2100TR normal software wherever you are in the
process. So if you get stuck and want to start again just type exit
Now you may go ahead and run protocols and the data will be saved to the hard drive C:

Report of a run on the counter
Here is a print out of a run done on protocol 9

Formatting the disk in the A drive
Place a disk in the A drive and then get to DOS by following the instructions on page 3 and 4
From anywhere in the DOS software type
Format_a: (the symbol _ is used to denote a space)
Enter
Example below
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The A drive will whirr and the disk will be formatted.

Transferring data from the C drive to the A drive
In order to get the information off the C drive and onto a 3.5” floppy disk the user will need to
copy the file from one drive to the other – from the C drive to the A drive.
Get to the john directory by going cd\john
Type dir to show the contents of the directory
Type copy_john.001_a:
When you click enter the file will be copied to the A drive.
Example below

The file will be in ASCII format which is data separated by a comma. You will then be able to
take this directly into Excel or other similar programme.
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General information about copying and moving files in DOS
In the DOS environment there are specific rules that must be followed. All actions that are taken
will be for that particular action and there are lots of times when in order to acquire the correct
information the steps will have to be repeated. DOS does not do any work for you at all.
Enter the DOS environment by following the instrument direction. Usually on the menu there will
be a function key that will take you to the DOS environment.
To return to the operating system of the instrument then usually you will enter the word EXIT
followed by the Enter key.
When in the DOS environment there are some commands that allow you to see directories and
files and to allow you to show the data again and again without too much typing.

Commands
After each command is typed in you have to use the Enter key to action the command.
These commands show what is in the directory.
\ - This is the root directory and the path for all other directories and files.
dir –This will show the contents of the directory you are in and all the files and directories in that
directory.
dir/p – This will show the contents of the directory one page at a time.
dir/w – This will show the contents of the directory as a window.
dir/w/p – This will show the contents of the directory as a window and a page.
These commands show you how to move round the drive structure.
When you are in one drive to get to another drive type the drive number followed by a colon.
Example – if you are in the C: drive and you wish to move to the A: drive then type A: and then
press the Enter key.
These commands show you how to move round the directory structure.
cd – This changes the directory.
cd\data – This would, for example, change the directory from the one you are in to the data
directory.
md\data – This would make a directory called data.
These commands show how to copy a file from one directory to another and also how to move
through different drives. The _ denotes a space.
copy example.dat _ A:\ - This would copy the file example.dat from the directory you were in to
the A: drive and locate it in the root directory of the A drive.
copy example.dat _ A:\data – This would copy the file example.dat from the directory you were
in to the A: drive and put it into the data directory on the A: drive. The directory data would have
to have been previously made in order for the file to be copied there.
copy *.* _ A\data – This will copy all the files in the directory you are in to the A: drive and put
the files in the data directory.
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An example of how to copy files from the C: drive to the A:drive. In this example I will enter the
DOS environment and will move to the directory called simon on the C: drive and then copy the
files from that directory to the A:\.
On entering the DOS environment the display will show something like this.
C:\cobra
I will then take the following actions.
cd\ - to change to the root directory.
dir/p – to look at the directories on the root directory.
cd\simon – to move to the directory where the data is held – here called simon
copy sample.003_A:\ - this will copy the file sample.003 from the simon directory on the C:
drive to the A:\ on the floppy disk.
If I wanted to copy all the simon files I would use the command
copy simon.*_A:\ as the star symbol means all the files with the suffix simon.
This has been complied by Simon Temple DPM Solutions.
It is in no way a manual on how to use DOS but is a short guide to some of the commands most
frequently used. There is no guarantee of accuracy with this document.
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